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UNTED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

JOHN C. LONG, OF MECHANICSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. 

REGENERATIVE HOT BLAST APPARATUS 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 248,484, dated October 18, 1881. 
Application filed March 31, 1880. 

To all vhom it may concern: - 
Beit known that I, JOHN C. LONG, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Mechanics 
burg, in the county of Cumberland, and State 
of Pennsylvania, have invented new and use 
ful Improvements in Hot-Blast Ovens, ofwhich 
the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to certain improve 

ments in regenerative hot-blast apparatus for 
heating a blast of air, gases, or vapor to be 
supplied to metallurgical furnaces for intensi 
fying the action therein. 

Heretofore it has been customary to heat 
regenerative hot-blast apparatus by burning 
therein combustible gas having a temperature 
equal to that which it has When leaving the 
blast-furnace or - other source of supply less 
that lost during its passage to the hot-blast 
apparatus, This temperature in the case of the 
Waste gases of the blast-furnace is about 300O 
or 400o as it leaves the furnace, less the loss of 
transmission. The air used for combustion is 
dra Wi into the apparatusby means of the draft 
of a very high chimney, and is used at the 
temperature of the atmosphere, except in one 
case in which it is claimed to be heated by 
passing through passages or channels in the 
partition-walls of the apparatus. 
The above methods are objectionable be 

cause the temperature or intensity of the heat 
of the blast is limited, on account ofusing the 
combustible gas at so low a temperature and 
burning it with air drawn in bya tall chimney, 
by Which means no intense combustion of the 
gas or proper distribution of the products of 
combustion can be produced. Further, on ac 
count of the method of heating the air for com 
bustion it is evident that it can attain no very 
great temperature, as the passage in which it 
is heated cannot be made sufficiently large. 
The quantity of air necessary for combustion 
bears quite a large ratio to the quantity ofblast 
that an oven can heat, and it is manifest the 
surfaces of the passages do not bear a similar 
ratio to the surfaces of the flues of the oven. 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

regenerative hot-blast apparatus by means of 
Which a blast of air, gases, or vapors may be 
obtained Whose temperature is only limited by 
the resistance of the refractory materials com 

(No model.) 

posing the apparatus, thus greatly facilitating 
and economizing metallurgical operations now 
employed and rendering useful some hereto 
fore considered impracticable. In most metal 
lurgical operations it is a great intensity of 
heator temperature thatis desired; fora metal 
may be eXposed to any quantity of heat with 
out fusing, provided the temperature be below 
its fusing-point, while on the contrary a short 
exposure to a temperature but slightly above 
its melting-point will fuse it, although in the 
lattercaseitis exposed to a much smaller quan 
tity of heat, but that of greater intensity, 
hence greatly economizing fuel and facilitat 
ing the operation; and, as in the blast-fur 
nace, the quantity offuel overand above that 
necessary to reduce the ore and carbonize the 
metal is used, mainly, for fusing the metal and 
slag, it follows that the more intensely the 
blast is heated the lessfuelit will be necessary 
to burn in the heartln of the furnace, and as a 
blast, can be produced by my apparatus Whose 
temperature is only limited by the resistance 
of the refractory materials of the ovens, hence 
by its use a blast-furnace can be worked nearer 
the theoretical minimum of fuel than hereto 
fore, and as a consequence of the decrease in 
the fuel the necessary air - supply is also re 
duced and the working capacity of the furnace 
increased, owing to the greater space for 
charges otherthan fuel, thus materially reduc 
ing the cost of production. By using a very 
intensely heated blast greater control of the 
furnace is obtained and more refractory ores 
and fluxes can be used, thus making valuable 
heretofore useless materials. 
To this end the invention consists in the 

combination, with the peculiarly-constructed 
ovens in which the blast of air, gases, or va 
pors are heated prior to passing to the fur 
nace, of similar supplementary ovensor heat 
ers forheating the combustible gas which is 
subsequently burned in both the blast-ovens 
and gas-heater, for the purpose of intensely 
heating them, as is more fully explained 
hereinafter; and it also consistsin the connec 
tions by which the gas-heaters are connected 
to the ovens and with each other, whereby 
the highly-heated combustible gas may be 
introduced into the oven or gas-heaters to be 
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burned therein; and it further consists in in 
troducing into the ovens and gas-heaters of a 
forced blast of highly-heated air from the hot 
blast main or parts in free communication with 
it, thus burning the combustible gases therein 
by a forced hot blast to intensify the combus 
tion thereof, and produce an equable distribu 
tion of the lot products of combustion and a 
more equal heating of the ovens and heaters, 
and at the same titne decreasing the amount 
of draft necessary to be produced by the chim 
ney; and italso consists of the air-connections 
employed for this purpose. 

In the drawings, Figure l' l'epresents a ver 
tical longitudinal section through the o ven 
connection and gas-heater, showing the valves 
closed and the manner of forning the o vens, 
gas-heaters, and the arranging of the flues into 
a set in a decreasing series from the combus 
tion-chambers and the top and bottom cham 
bers or flues, and method of removing the dust. 
Fig. 2 represents a horizontal section on the 
linea a of Fig. 1, slowing the combustible. 
gas connection and the cold-blast and chimney 
connections. Fig. 3 represents a horizontal 
section on the line y y of Fig. 1, slowing the 
hot-air connections and form of the oven and 
heaters. Fig. 4 represents a transverse verti. 
cal section through the combustion-chamber 
of the ovens on the line y' y' of Fig. 3, show 
ing their construction. Fig. 5 represents a 
transverse vertical section through the com 
bustion-chamber of the gas-heaters on the line 
zº zºof Fig. 3. 

In carrying out the invention, where a con 
tinuous blast is desired at least two ovens are 
employed for lheating the blast supplied to the 
farnace. In connection with the ovens, as 
above, two or more gas-heaters are used, and 
in a similar manner to the ovens, as above. 

In the following description but two ovens 
for heating the blast are con bined with two 
gas-heaters for heating the combustible gas. 
The letters B' B indicate the ovens for beat 

ing the blast, andare rectangular in form and 
constructed of fire - brick or other suitable re 
fractory materials, and whose walls are sup 
ported by circular or elliptical segmental walls 
of ordinary brick-work and incased with sheet 
iron, or the space between the oven and the 
sh et - iron casing may be filled with cinder, 
loam, or broken bricks, &c. The sheet - iron 
casing is suitably strengthened at the angles 
to resist the strainput upon it by the pressure 
of the blast and the expansion of the oven. 
The roof is also covered with sheet-iron, put 
on in strips corresponding with the width of 
the roofs of the flues and having upturned 
flange-like edges bolted together orheld down 
in place by girders passing over the middle of 
each flue and fastened at each end to the side 
casing of the oven. The interior of each oven 
is divided into two parts-viz, Dº, the com 
bustion-chamber, and Cº, the regenerator-by 
the wall Bº, which extends from the bottom to 
near the top, only allowing sufficient room for 

the horizontal flue Hº. The lower part of the 
combustion - chamber Dº is contracted by the 
walls Eº, Fig. 4, whicli are run up square to 
the level of the perforated air-cylinder Oº and 
blocks Sº, and from thence they rapidly taper 
off, for the purpose of producing a more per 
fect combustion of the gas and for increasing 
the draft by means of the diverging.jets ofair 
from the cylinders and blocks, as well as evenly 
distributing tbe flame and gaseous products of 
combustion to the several independent com 
partments of the Oven liereinafter mentioned. 
The upper termination of the tapering wall is 
indicated by line d in Fig. 1. The air-cylin 
der Oºis placed in the combustion-chamber Dº 
so that it shall be midway between the air 
blocks Sº, at the angle of the side walls, Eº, in 
order to divide the combustible gas equally. 
The cylinder is perforated by a number of cir 
cular holes, Pº, Fig. 4, so arranged that no two 
adjacent ones sball be in the same vertical 
plane, thus, as it were, breaking.joints, so that 
the jets of airissuing therefrom shall have dif 
ferent vertical angles, tie lower ones being 
horizontal, or nearly so, the otlhers at different 
angles, so as to equally distribute the flame 
throughout the chamber Dº. The air-blocks 
Sºare placed at the angles of the walls Eº, and 
are provided with holes arranged in a similar 
manner to those in the cylinder Oº, but so that 
the jets issuing from them sl all not strike those 
from the cylinder Oº, but shall pass between 
or interlace with them, thus having the as 
cending combustible gas divided by the cylin 
der Oº, and each current passing between two 
series of air-jets, by the lower of which the 
gas is mixed with air, and then burned by the 
upper ones, thus having it consumed under cir 
cumstances the mostfavorable for the produc 
tion of a most intense lheat. 
The cylinder Oº and air-blocks Sº communi 

cate with the hot-air main L' or parts in free 
communication with it by means of the pipes 
Pº in the former case and the several pipes Tº 
in the latter, having the regulating- valves Rº 
and Uº respectively, which, when once prop 
erly set, always remain open during the oper 
ation of the oven, both when it is heating the 
blast and when it is burning gas. The air 
blocks lying on the adjacent sides of the ovens 
may be connected directly by the pipe Sº hav 
ing valve Sº, which is operated similar to Rº. 
The lower part of the chamber Dº is po 

vided with an opening for the hot-blast and 
hot-gas connection Mlº and for cold-gas con 
nection Vº, as well as the opening M for the 
removal of dust. 
The upper part of the combustion-chamber 

Dºis provided with a series of flues, E, Fig. 
4, communicating with the regenerator Cº, and 
formed by the roof-supporting partition-walls, 
which walls extend from the front to the back 
and from the top to the bottom of the ovens, 
except in the combustion-chamber Dº, in which 
they extend only to the top of the sloping walls 
Eº. The Oven is thus divided into several in 
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dependent compartments, which, in the regen 
erator Cº, are divided by the walls Finto flues 
Eº, arranged in sets forming a decreasing se 
ries from the combustion-chamber Dº, and the 
spaces Hº and Iºat the top and J4 and Kat, 
the bottoms are formed by having the walls Fº 
to neither reach the top or bottom except in 
that forming the last flue of the first set, which 
eXtends to the top, and that forming the last 
fiue of the second set, which extends to the 
bottom, thus, for example, having four flues 
in first set, three in the second, and two in 
the third set, and forming a decreasing series 
from the combustion-chamber oran increasing 
series from the cold end; and as the gaseous 
products of combustion contract while cooling 
the surfaces over which they pass and impart 
their heat, as well as the capacity of the pas 
Sages and absorbing materials, decrease in pro 
portion, and, conversely, as the blast expands 
as it is heated the capacity of the passages 
and heat-imparting materials and surface over 
which it passes increases, thus in either case 

- maintaining a uniform velocity, and having the 
25 

35 

absorbing and radiating surfaces and capacity 
of the passages or sets of flues and quantity 
of materials proportioned to the volume of the 
productsofcombustion orblast passingthrough 
each part of the oven, and in addition thereto 
the products of combustion as well as the blast 
are, by neans of the several independent com 
partments formed by the walls Land contain 
ing the above-described series of flues, com 
pelled to pass through the oven in independent 
currents, thus obtaining a more equable heat 

- ing of the oven and distribution of the blast 
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- means of the pipe Mº, vertical pipe U', and pro 

to be heated, and consequently very greatly 
increasing the efficiency of the apparatus. 
The letter MI indicates a small transverse 

channel in the inverted circular bottom of the 
chambers Jº and Kº, extending through the 
oven and closed by suitable doors or means. 
at the sides of the oven, for the purpose of re 
moving the dust. Similar opening is made in 
the combustion-chamber Dº. The lower parts 
of each last set of flues in the Several inde 
pendent compartments communicate with each 
other and also communicate with the chimney 
D' by means of the openings Tº in the walls 
L, and the connections Hº, and the pipe Gº, 
which is provided with the valve Iº, by which 
means communication can be cut off or estab 
lished at will. They also communicate with 
the cold-blast-supply pipe Kº, by openings T, 
connection Hº, and cold-blast pipe Kº, having 
valve Lº, by which communication can be es 
tablished or cut off at Will. 
The ovens or combustion-chambers Dº com 

municate with the hot-gas-supply main E' by 
means of the pipe Mº, provided with valve Nº, 
for the purpose of receiving hot gas for com 
bustion, and with the hot-blast main L', by 

vided with the valve Cº, and branch Bº, for the 
purpose of carrying the hot blast from the oven 

- to the lot-blast main L'. 

. All of the pipes or connections and mains 
are lined with fire-brick, with the exception of 
the cold-blast-supply pipe. 
The gas-heaters are constructed similarly to 7o 

the ovens internally, but may be made smaller 
by decreasing the number of compartments or 
the number of flues, orboth. In the drawings 
they are made smaller by decreasing the num 
ber offlues. 75 
i The combustion-chamber may be constructed 
like those of the ovens, or they may be made 
with either the air-cylinders or air-block alone. 
In any case their connection to the hot-air main 
for receiving hot air for combustion is made 8o 
by pipes R", having valves T”, or pipe N', hav 
ing valve O', by which communication can be 
established orcut off at Will. 
Theletter E'indicates the hot-gas main, into 

which the gas-heaters deliver the gas which 85 
they have heated through the hot-gas-connec 
tion pipe G, provided with the valve H, by 
Which communication can be established or cut 
off. The gas-leaters also communicate With 
the main E' by means of the pipes FF, hav. 9o 
ing the valves H'', by which the ovens can be 
supplied with hot gas for combustion when 
they are being heated. The hot gas for com 
bustion may be supplied directly from one 
heater to the otherby means of the pipe I, 95 
having regulating-valve K' extending from the 
combustion-chamber of one gas-beater to that 
of the other. The valve K'', in this case, after 
being properiy set, always remains open. The 
combustion-chambers Bº are also connected Ioo 
with cold-gas-supply main T by means of pipe 
V, having valve X. The gas-heaters are con 
nected with the chimney D', means of the con 
nection P, valve R, horizontal pipe VV, having 
valve Aº and connecting with vertical pipe Bº Io5 
and horizontal pipe C'. They are also con 
nected with the cold-gas-supply main T, for 
the purpose of receiving the gas to be heated 
by means of the pipe S, valve R, and connec 
tion P. IIO 

In practice at least two gas-heaters are used, 
in combination with at least two ovens for 
heating the blast, but in case Where the appa 
ratus is used for lheating anything but air it 
will be necessary to use a set of two supple- II 5 
mentary ovens to heat the air for combustion 
and havingan additional hot-air main and con 
nections, if it is desired to have hot air for 
burning the combustible gas. 
When heatinga blast ofair and heatingboth I 2o 

the ovens and heaters by burning hotgas witl 
hot air the operation is as follows, all valves 
being closed: In oven B' open the cold-blast 
valve Lº, by which cold air is admitted and 
passes through the compartments and series of I 25 
flues to the combustion-chamber, then open the 
hot-blast valve Cº, allowing the air to passinto 
the lhot-blast main L', and thence to the blast 
furnace. Then in gas-heater A'open the cold 
gas valve Rand the hot-gas-connection valve 13o 
H, by which means we have gas admitted and 
passing through the separate compartments 
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and flues and into the hotgas main E. Then interval a temperature several hundred de 
in oven B open the chimney-valve lº and the 
hot-gas-supply valve Nº, to admit gas into the 
combustion-chamber, and open the valve Rºon 
the pipe Pº, and valves Uº on pipe Tº, to sup 
ply air for burning the gas, which is then ig 
nited. Theregulating-valves Rºand Uº, when 
propelly set, always remain open. Then in gas 
heater A open the chimney-valve Aº, and the 
valves T' on the pipes R', to supply air forcom 
bustion. Then open the bot-gas-supply valve 
H'', to admit combustible gas from the main 
E', and ignite; or the gas can be supplied di 
rectly from one heater to the other by means 
of the pipe I', by opening the regulating-valve 
K', which, when properly set, remains open. 
The products of combustion pass through the 
compartments and flues to the chimney D' by 
pipes W, Bº, and Cº. Now, after a longer or 
shorter interval-that is, until both the oven 
B and gas-heater A have become heated to a 
sufficient degree-the ovens and heaters are 
reversed at the same interval, or the ovens at 
one time and the lheaters at another, depend 
ing on the wishes of the operator. Supposing 
that the reversal is at the same interval, pro 
ceed as follows: In oven B close the hot-gas 
valve Nº and tl e smoke or chimney valve Iº, 
and open the cold-blast valve Lº, and open the 
hot-air or blast valve Cº, by which means we 
have hot air passing into main L'. Then in 
oven B' close the hot-blast valve Cº and the 
cold - blast valve Lº, and open the chimney 
valve Iº, and the hot-gas valve Nº, and the 
regulating- valves Uº and Rºon the pipes Tº 
and Pº, which, when properly set, always re 
main open, both When the oven is heating 
blast or being heated by burning gas. Then 
in gas-heater A close the air-supply valves 
T' and tine hot - gas-supply valve H'', if com 
bustible gas is admitted that way. Then 
close the chimney - valve Aº and open the 
cold-gas-supply valve R and the gas-connec 
tion valve H, thus introducing hot gas into 
the hot-gas main E'. Then in gas-heater A' 
close the cold-gas-supply valve IR and open 
the chimney-valve Aº and close the hot-gas 
connection valve H and open the hot-gas-sup 
ply valve H'', if gas for burning is supplied in 
that way, and then open the air-supply valves 
O'. In the subsequent reve sals proceed in 
the same way, the length of the intervals be 
twee which, after the apparatus is in full op 
eration, depends on the time that it takes for 
the ovens and gas-heaters to be come suffi 
ciently lheated and that required for them to 
part with their effective heat. 1t also depends 
upon the temperature of the blast desired. 
Before the first reversal, oven Band gas-heater 
A were heated by means of cold gas burned 
with cold air, but after the first reversal the 
gas passing through the gas-heater A and the 
air passing through the oven Bare both heat 
ed several hundred degrees; hence gas-heater 
A and oven B'are being heated by burning 
hot gas by hot air, thus acquiring in an equal 

grees hotter than oven B and gas-heater A 
did by burning cold gas with cold air. Now, 
after a second reversal we have the gas-heater 
A' and oven B' supplying air and gas several 
hundred degrees hotter than heater A and 
oven B did, and consequently heater A and 
oven B in an equal interval, by the combus 
tion of this more highly heated gas with the 
more highly heated air, become several hun 
dred degrees hotter Wet, and after reversal 
furnish still hotter air and gas, and so on after 
each reversal hotter gas is burned with hotter 
air, thus developing a temperature of blast 
which is only limited by the resistance of the 
refractory materials composing the apparatus. 
By properly proportioning the quantity of 

blast to be heated to the size of the ovens and 
gas-heaters and quantity of gas to be heated, 
and regulating the intervals between reversals, 
any temperature of blast can be maintained 
provided it be not beyond the resistance of 
the materials, or the temperature may be varied 
by the operator as demanded by the exigen 
cies of the metallurgical operations. 
The gas-heaters are all soarranged that they 

can be supplied with cold gas for combustion 
from the main T by means of the branch or 
pipe V having the valve X. In this case the 
valve K' on the connecting-pipe I' is closed, 
and the method of operating is the same as 
when the gas for combustion was obtained 
from the hot-gas main E by means of the 
valve H'', excepting that the valve X is used 
in place of valve H. If it is desired a tnix 
ture of hot and cold gas can be used by hav 
ing the valve K' partially opened. 
The ovens are all so arranged that they can 

burn coll gas in connection with hot air. The 
cold gas is supplied from the cold-gas main T 
by the branch Vº, provided with the valve Wº, 
and in the reversals the valve Wº is substi 
tuted for the hot-gas valve Nº, but otherwise 
it is the Same. They can also be run on a 
mixture of hot and coldi gas, and in this case 
it is necessary to use both of the valves Wº 
and Nºto admit the gas. 
When using cold gas the gas-leating part 

of the apparatus may be done away with, or 
leld in reserve in case an intenselv-hot blast 
is desired, as when the bast-furnace is work 
ing cold and badly. 
What I claim is 
1. In a regenerative lot-blast apparatus for 

heating a blast of air, gases, or vapors to be 
supplied to metallurgical furnaces, the combi 
nation, with the principal ovens for heating 
the blast, of one ormore gas-heaters or supple 
mentary ovens for heating the combustible 
gas prior to its being burned in the principal 
oven and the gas-heaters, substantially as and 
for the purpose set forth. 

2. In aregenerative hot-blastapparatus, sub 
stantially as described, the combination, with 
the ovens, of one ormore gas - heaters and a 
hot-air main connected to said ovens and gas 
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heaters, whereby a forced blast of hot airmay 
be supplied to the burning gas thereinto in 
tensify their combustion and thus heat them 
most intensely, and also to increase the flow 
of the products of combustion through the 
oven and gas-heater and thus decrease the 
chimney-draft necessary, essentially as and for 
the purpose specified. 

3. Ina regenerative hot-blast apparatus, sub 
stantially as described, the combination, with 
the ovens, of a hot-air main connected to said 
ovens, whereby a forced blast of hot-air may 
be supplied to the burning gases to intensify 
the combustion therein and mostintenselyheat 
them to increase the flow of the products of 
combustion and to lessen the chimney neces 
sary, essentially as and for the purpose speci 
fied. 

4. In a regenerative hot-blast apparatus, the 
combination, with the ovens, of the gas-heat 
ers, hot-air main, and hot-gas main connected 
to said ovens and gas - heaters, whereby in 
tensely-hot combustible gas may be supplied 
to the ovens and gas - heaters to be burned 
therein by a forced hot-blast to heat the ovens 
and gas-heaters, substantially as and for the 
purpose specified. 

5. In a regenerative hot-blast apparatus, the 
combination, with the ovens, of the gas-heaters 
and a hot - gas main connected to said ovens 
and gas-heaters, Wherebyintensely-heated com 
bustible gas may be supplied to said ovens and 
heaters to be burned therein, and thereby in 
tenselyheat the said oven, substantially as and 
for the purposes specified. 

6. In a regenerative hot-blast apparatus, the 
combination, With the ovens, of the gas-heat 
ers and the cold-gas connection, Whereby com 
bustible gas may be heated and supplied to 
ovens and gas-heaters, andan intensely-heated 
blast supplied to the furnace, substantially as 
and for the purpose specified. 

7. In aregenerative hot-blast apparatus, the 
combination, with the ovens BBand the gas 
heaters A' A, of the cold - gas main T and 
branches S, V, and Vº, and their valves, and 
the hot-gas main E', and branches F' and Gº 
and their valves, and the hot-air main L', and 
the several connections T, Tº, Rº, Pº, and N, 
and their valves, and the smoke-main leading 
to the chimney D', whereby air and gas for 
combustion may be supplied to said heater for 
burning therein, or combustible gas may be 
passed through saidheater, by which means 
it is intensely heated prior to passing to the 
ovens and gas - heaters to be burned therein, 
substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

8. In aregenerative hot-blast apparatus, the 
combination, with the ovens B B' and gas 
heaters.AA', the cold-gas main Tand branches, 
the hot - gas main E' and branches, the pipes 
Gº and Kº, and the pipes Mº U' and their re 
spective valves, and the main L', wherebyan 
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intensely - heated blast may be supplied to a 
metallurgical furnace, substantially as and for 
the purpose specified. 

9. In a regenerative hot-blast apparatus, the 
combination, With the respective combustion 
chambers of the ovens BB", and gas-heaters 
AA, and the hot-airmain L', of the perforated 
air-cylinders Oº and blocks Sºwithin the com 
bustion-chambers, and their connecting-pipes 
Rº, Tº, Tº, and N', having suitable valves, 
whereby a forced blast of hot air may be sup 
plied to the respective combustion - chambers 
of the ovens and heaters, substantially as and 
for the purpose specified. 

10. In aregenerative hot-blastapparatus, the 
combination, with the ovens B Band the hot 
air main L', or parts in free communication 
with it, the perforated air - cylinders Oº and 
blocks Sº Within the combustion-chambers, and 
their connecting-pipesRºand Tº, provided with 
suitable valves, substantially as and for the 
purpose specified. 

11. The herein-described rectangular ovens 
and gas-heaters, each divided into two parts, 
forming, respectively, combustion - chambers 
and regenerators, the former being equal in 
length to the greatest width of the ovens or 
heaters, and which ovens or gas - heaters are 
also divided into independent compartments, 
the regeneratorportions of said compartments 
being provided with vertical flues arranged in 
sets, forminga decreasing series from the com 
bustion-chambers to the cool end of the ovens 
orgas-heaters, whereby the products of com 
bustion and blast orgasto beheatedare evenly 
distributed, and the capacity of each set of 
flues and surface and materials are propOr 
tioned to the decreasing volume of the cooling 
and contracting products of combustion When 
the ovens orgas-heaters are being heated, and, 
conversely, when the ovens or gas-heaters are 
heating the blast or gas the capacity of each 
set offlues and surfaces and materials are pro 
portioned to the increasing volume of the blast 
orgas as it becomes heated, thus producing a 
uniform velocity throughout the ovens or gas 
heaters in each case and very greatly increas 
ing the efficiency of the apparatus, essentially 
as set forth. 

12. The combustion - chambers Dº of the 
ovens and gas-heaters, having the loWerpartS 
connected by the walls Eº, and in which are 
placed, attheirangles, the perforated air-blocks 
Sº, and at the same level the perforated cen 
tralair-cylinders Oº, substantially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
Witnesses. 

JOEN C, LONG, 
Witnesses: 

JAMES L. NORRIS, 
J. A. RUTHERFORD, 
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